Overview
Event Details
You are invited to attend a CLE breakfast on the rapidly evolving state of cybercrime attacks on business and what you need to know to combat it and recover losses.

**Date:** Wednesday, February 24, 2016

**Time:** 7:30 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.

Event Location
The Harvard Club
35 W. 44th Street
New York, NY 10036

Join leading cyber and legal experts to understand how cyber-criminals are attacking business and accessing sensitive data and transferring funds. Learn where firms are vulnerable, why attacks are successful, and how to defend against them. The program will include best practices for response and recovery. Current case studies will show why things go awry. The panelist will discuss successful strategies for recovering losses, and where necessary, working with law enforcement.

Schedule
7:30 a.m.: Breakfast & Registration
8:00 a.m.: Welcome remarks: Defining the cyber war and mounting a defense
8:30 a.m.: Which attacks are successful and why; How to investigate and remediate
8:55 a.m.: Legal response and going after the hacker
9:15 a.m.: Q&A
Featured Panelists:

- Stewart Baker, Steptoe
- Steven K. Davidson, Steptoe
- Dan Karson, Kroll
- Timothy P. Ryan, Kroll
- Moderator Michael C. Miller, Steptoe

Practices
Privacy & Cybersecurity